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This indispensable book systematically guides you through Pressure Relief Valves and
how they work. It shows how protective devices perform an important function in
preventing the accumulation of overpressure that can result in failure and the
uncontrolled release of stored energy. They are therefore categorised as safety critical
items of engineering equipment. The book goes on to show that their design and testing
is heavily controlled by published technical standards because many countries are
covered by statutory legislation. The content of the book shows that service damage
and degradation mechanisms are outlined for various applications – PRVs and bursting
discs are used in a wide variety of process conditions, ranging from clean service to
heavily corrosive process fluids. This results in a correspondingly large number of
damage mechanisms that can prevent them from working if they are not inspected and
tested correctly. Risk based inspection procedures are introduced in this book as a
method of minimising the chances of failure, and therefore maintaining high levels of
safety. This Quick Guide to Pressure Relief Valves is intended to provide easily
accessible technical information for engineers and technicians involved in the
operation, testing and maintenance of pressure systems. It also covers other types of
protective devises such as bursting discs.
Data is bigger, arrives faster, and comes in a variety of formats—and it all needs to be
processed at scale for analytics or machine learning. But how can you process such
varied workloads efficiently? Enter Apache Spark. Updated to include Spark 3.0, this
second edition shows data engineers and data scientists why structure and unification
in Spark matters. Specifically, this book explains how to perform simple and complex
data analytics and employ machine learning algorithms. Through step-by-step walkthroughs, code snippets, and notebooks, you’ll be able to: Learn Python, SQL, Scala,
or Java high-level Structured APIs Understand Spark operations and SQL Engine
Inspect, tune, and debug Spark operations with Spark configurations and Spark UI
Connect to data sources: JSON, Parquet, CSV, Avro, ORC, Hive, S3, or Kafka Perform
analytics on batch and streaming data using Structured Streaming Build reliable data
pipelines with open source Delta Lake and Spark Develop machine learning pipelines
with MLlib and productionize models using MLflow
La fiabilité anticipe et prévoit le futur en vue d’améliorer les performances et le niveau
de sûreté par l’optimisation des stratégies d’exploitation. Elle a fait preuve d’une
évolution notable au niveau des matériaux et des structures. Largement inspiré des
modèles de la mécanique de rupture, cet ouvrage présente les cas les plus significatifs
dont l’encadrement de la probabilité de rupture par les bornes simples, la méthode
Bayésienne appliquée, les chaînes de Markov, les indices de fiabilité de Cornell et de
Hasofer-Lind ou l’intégrale indicatrice du dommage et de la simulation de Monte Carlo.
Ce volume insiste sur le calcul des incertitudes au sens de la méthode GUM (Guide to
the expression of Uncertainty in Measurement) en respectant le vocabulaire
international de métrologie. Destiné aux universitaires et aux professionnels, Fiabilité
mécanique appliquée se caractérise par son approche pédagogique des méthodes
statistiques, structurées autour de cas concrets et illustrées d’applications corrigées et
commentées. Ce volume apportera une aide précieuse aux concepteurs et aux
décideurs.
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Handbook of Fire and Explosion Protection Engineering Principles: for Oil, Gas,
Chemical and Related Facilities is a general engineering handbook that provides an
overview for understanding problems of fire and explosion at oil, gas, and chemical
facilities. This handbook offers information about current safety management practices
and technical engineering improvements. It also provides practical knowledge about the
effects of hydrocarbon fires and explosions and their prevention, mitigation principals,
and methodologies. This handbook offers an overview of oil and gas facilities, and it
presents insights into the philosophy of protection principles. Properties of
hydrocarbons, as well as the characteristics of its releases, fires and explosions, are
also provided in this handbook. The book includes chapters about fire- and explosionresistant systems, fire- and gas-detection systems, alarm systems, and methods of fire
suppression. The handbook ends with a discussion about human factors and
ergonomic considerations, including human attitude, field devices, noise control, panic,
and security. People involved with fire and explosion prevention, such as engineers and
designers, will find this book invaluable. A unique practical guide to preventing fires and
explosions at oil and gas facilities, based on the author’s extensive experience in the
industry An essential reference tool for engineers, designers and others facing fire
protection issues Based on the latest NFPA standards and interpretations
2004 Green Book, Background Material and Data on Programs Within the Jurisdiction
of the Committee on Ways and Means, March 2004. 18th edition. Provides information
about Federal assistance programs, including: social security; medicare; supplemental
security income; unemployment compensation; railroad retirement; trade adjustment
assistance; Aid to Families with Dependent Children; child support enforcement; child
care; child protection, foster care and adoption assistance; tax provisions; and the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. 108th Congress, 2d Session.
JavaFX is a state-of-the-art graphics toolkit that is now built into Java and can be easily
integrated with the NetBeans Platform. With JavaFX, you can create advanced user
interfaces, manipulate media, generate graphical effects and animations, and much
more. The NetBeans Platform provides a framework for building robust, modular
applications with long life expectancies. Together, JavaFX and the NetBeans Platform
provide the basis for creating visually appealing, industrial-strength applications.
Focusing on JavaFX as the front end for rich client applications, this guide’s examples
cover JavaFX 8 with the NetBeans Platform, NetBeans IDE, and Java 8. Gail and Paul
Anderson fully explain JavaFX and its relationship with the NetBeans Platform
architecture, and systematically show Java developers how to use them together
effectively. Each concept and technique is supported by clearly written code examples,
proven through extensive classroom teaching. Coverage includes Background basics
with Java, JavaFX, and UI events Building loosely coupled applications NetBeans
Platform Modules and Lookup NetBeans Platform Nodes, Explorer Views, and Actions
Building CRUD-based applications Integrating JavaFX with a Swing-based framework
Using JavaFX Charts with the NetBeans Platform Using the NetBeans Platform File
System and Data System Keeping the UI responsive
bull; A comprehensive tutorial AND useful rufescence in one volume bull; Includes
multiple explanations and examples for the new features of the JDBC 3.0 specification
bull; Written by the JDBC 3.0 architects, Maydene Fisher, Jon Ellis and Jonathan Bruce

Based on over 40 years of experience in the field, Ramesh Singh goes beyond
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corrosion control, providing techniques for addressing present and future integrity
issues. Pipeline Integrity Handbook provides pipeline engineers with the tools to
evaluate and inspect pipelines, safeguard the life cycle of their pipeline asset and
ensure that they are optimizing delivery and capability. Presented in easy-to-use,
step-by-step order, Pipeline Integrity Handbook is a quick reference for day-today use in identifying key pipeline degradation mechanisms and threats to
pipeline integrity. The book begins with an overview of pipeline risk management
and engineering assessment, including data collection and regulatory
approaches to liquid pipeline risk management. Other critical integrity issues
include: Pipeline defects and corrective actions Introduction to various essential
pipeline material such as line pipes and valves Coverage on corrosion and
corrosion protection Identifies the key pipeline degradation mechanisms and
threats to pipeline integrity Appreciates various corrosion monitoring and control
tools and techniques Understands the principles of risk assessment and be able
to conduct a simple risk assessment Develops simple Pipeline Integrity
Management plans Selects and apply appropriate inspection and assessment
criteria for pipeline defects Recommends appropriate repair methods for pipeline
defects
Based on the online version that has become one of the world's most visited
programmer documentation sites, this is a remarkably clear, practical, hands-on
introduction to the Java 2 Platform. The bonus CD-ROM contains all major
versions of the Java Platform.
Written by leading industry experts, the Data Management Handbook is a
comprehensive, single-volume guide to the most innovative ideas on how to plan,
develop, and run a powerful data management function - as well as handle dayto-day operations. The book provides practical, hands-on guidance on the
strategic, tactical, and technical aspects of data management, offering an inside
look at how leading companies in various industries meet the challenges of
moving to a data-sharing environment.
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
Chemical Engineering Design, Second Edition, deals with the application of
chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and
equipment. Revised throughout, this edition has been specifically developed for
the U.S. market. It provides the latest US codes and standards, including API,
ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI standards. It contains new discussions of
conceptual plant design, flowsheet development, and revamp design; extended
coverage of capital cost estimation, process costing, and economics; and new
chapters on equipment selection, reactor design, and solids handling processes.
A rigorous pedagogy assists learning, with detailed worked examples, end of
chapter exercises, plus supporting data, and Excel spreadsheet calculations, plus
over 150 Patent References for downloading from the companion website.
Extensive instructor resources, including 1170 lecture slides and a fully worked
solutions manual are available to adopting instructors. This text is designed for
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chemical and biochemical engineering students (senior undergraduate year, plus
appropriate for capstone design courses where taken, plus graduates) and
lecturers/tutors, and professionals in industry (chemical process, biochemical,
pharmaceutical, petrochemical sectors). New to this edition: Revised organization
into Part I: Process Design, and Part II: Plant Design. The broad themes of Part I
are flowsheet development, economic analysis, safety and environmental impact
and optimization. Part II contains chapters on equipment design and selection
that can be used as supplements to a lecture course or as essential references
for students or practicing engineers working on design projects. New discussion
of conceptual plant design, flowsheet development and revamp design
Significantly increased coverage of capital cost estimation, process costing and
economics New chapters on equipment selection, reactor design and solids
handling processes New sections on fermentation, adsorption, membrane
separations, ion exchange and chromatography Increased coverage of batch
processing, food, pharmaceutical and biological processes All equipment
chapters in Part II revised and updated with current information Updated
throughout for latest US codes and standards, including API, ASME and ISA
design codes and ANSI standards Additional worked examples and homework
problems The most complete and up to date coverage of equipment selection
108 realistic commercial design projects from diverse industries A rigorous
pedagogy assists learning, with detailed worked examples, end of chapter
exercises, plus supporting data and Excel spreadsheet calculations plus over 150
Patent References, for downloading from the companion website Extensive
instructor resources: 1170 lecture slides plus fully worked solutions manual
available to adopting instructors
Utilize the most recent developments to combat challenges such as ice
mechanics. The perfect companion for engineers wishing to learn state-of-the-art
methods or further develop their knowledge of best practice techniques, Arctic
Pipeline Planning provides a working knowledge of the technology and
techniques for laying pipelines in the coldest regions of the world. Arctic Pipeline
Planning provides must-have elements that can be utilized through all phases of
arctic pipeline planning and construction. This includes information on how to:
Solve challenges in designing arctic pipelines Protect pipelines from everyday
threats such as ice gouging and permafrost Maintain safety and communication
for construction workers while supporting typical codes and standards Covers
such issues as land survey, trenching or above ground, environmental impact of
construction Provides on-site problem-solving techniques utilized through all
phases of arctic pipeline planning and construction Is packed with easy-to-read
and understandable tables and bullet lists
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)
Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known and most widely adopted
texts available for students of chemical engineering. It completely covers the
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standard chemical engineering final year design course, and is widely used as a
graduate text. The hallmarks of this renowned book have always been its scope,
practical emphasis and closeness to the curriculum. That it is written by
practicing chemical engineers makes it particularly popular with students who
appreciate its relevance and clarity. Building on this position of strength the fifth
edition covers the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss
prevention and equipment selection, and much more. Comprehensive in
coverage, exhaustive in detail, and supported by extensive problem sets at the
end of each chapter, this is a book that students will want to keep to hand as they
enter their professional life. The leading chemical engineering design text with
over 25 years of established market leadership to back it up; an essential
resource for the compulsory design project all chemical engineering students
take in their final year A complete and trusted teaching and learning package: the
book offers a broader scope, better curriculum coverage, more extensive
ancillaries and a more student-friendly approach, at a better price, than any of its
competitors Endorsed by the Institution of Chemical Engineers, guaranteeing
wide exposure to the academic and professional market in chemical and process
engineering.
The Safety Relief Valve HandbookDesign and Use of Process Safety Valves to
ASME and International Codes and StandardsElsevier
Pro ASP.NET Web API shows you how to build flexible, extensible web services
that run seamlessly on a range of operating systems and devices, from desktops
to tablets to smart phones—even the ones we don’t know today. ASP.NET Web
API is a new framework designed to simplify web service architecture. So if
you're tired of interoperability issues between inflexible web services and clients
tied to specific platforms or programming languages, or if you've ever struggled
with WCF, this book is for you. To start with, you'll get up to speed on Web API's
modern HTTP programming model, REST and your hosting options. You'll then
dive into building a real application over a series of three chapters, so you can
get an immediate feel for how this technology works in practice. The second half
of the book features dedicated chapters on topics like routing, controllers,
validation and tracing, and the authors close with discussions on performance,
hosting and an all-important look at unit testing to help you prepare your
application for the real world. ASP.NET Web API makes HTTP a first-class
citizen of .NET. With Pro ASP.NET Web API, you can build HTTP-based web
services for your company or business, expose your data to the world across
different formats and devices and gain the best possible global reach for your
application.
The API (Association of Physicians of India) Textbook of Medicine consists of 28
sections across two comprehensive volumes covering a wide range of medical
disorders. Fully revised and with 1588 images, illustrations and tables, this new
edition has many new chapters on topics including nanotechnology and nanomedicine, and clinical approach to key manifestations. Each section is dedicated
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to a different medical phenomenon, including clinical pharmacology,
endocrinology, dermatology, infectious diseases and nutrition. Also included is
online access to teaching modules for teachers and students, questions and
answers, an atlas/image bank, echocardiography and video EEG and common
medical procedures with voice over.
Current industry, government and public emphasis on containment of hazardous
materials makes it essential for each plant to reduce and control accidental
releases to the atmosphere. Guidelines for Pressure Relief and Effluent Handling
Systems meets the need for information on selecting and sizing pressure relief
devices and effluent handling systems that will maintain process integrity and
avoid discharge of potentially harmful materials to the atmosphere. With a CDROM enclosed containing programs for calculating flow through relief devices,
effluent handling systems, and associated piping, the book offers an important
collection of state-of-the-art technology for safely relieving process equipment of
such conditions as overpressure, overtemperature and/or runaway reactions. It
provides information for two-phase and compressible gas flow to select and size
pressure relief devices, piping, and effluent handling equipment, such as gravity
separators, cyclones, spargers, and quench pools. The book has an important
collection of state-of-the-art technology for safely relieving process equipment of
conditions such as overpressure, overtemperature and/or run-away reactions. It
provides information for two-phase and compressible gas flow to select and size
pressure relief devices, piping, and effluent handling equipment such as gravity
separators cyclones, spargers and quench pools. Special Details: CD files for this
title can now be found by entering the ISBN 9780816904761 on
booksupport.wiley.com.
Learn how to design and develop distributed web services in Java, using
RESTful architectural principles and the JAX-RS 2.0 specification in Java EE 7.
By focusing on implementation rather than theory, this hands-on reference
demonstrates how easy it is to get started with services based on the REST
architecture. With the book’s technical guide, you’ll learn how REST and JAXRS work and when to use them. The RESTEasy workbook that follows provides
step-by-step instructions for installing, configuring, and running several working
JAX-RS examples, using the JBoss RESTEasy implementation of JAX-RS 2.0.
Learn JAX-RS 2.0 features, including a client API, server-side asynchronous
HTTP, and filters and interceptors Examine the design of a distributed RESTful
interface for an e-commerce order entry system Use the JAX-RS Response
object to return complex responses to your client (ResponseBuilder) Increase the
performance of your services by leveraging HTTP caching protocols Deploy and
integrate web services within Java EE7, servlet containers, EJB, Spring, and JPA
Learn popular mechanisms to perform authentication on the Web, including clientside SSL and OAuth 2.0
Facilitates the process of learning and later mastering Aspen Plus® with step by
step examples and succinct explanations Step-by-step textbook for identifying
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solutions to various process engineering problems via screenshots of the Aspen
Plus® platforms in parallel with the related text Includes end-of-chapter problems
and term project problems Includes online exam and quiz problems for
instructors that are parametrized (i.e., adjustable) so that each student will have a
standalone version Includes extra online material for students such as Aspen
Plus®-related files that are used in the working tutorials throughout the entire
textbook
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by
the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with
the product. Boilers, storage tanks, and water heaters require relief devices to prevent
overpressure that may cause serious injuries to personnel. This book explains in simple
language the codes that govern their maintenance and continued operations Within the
boiler, piping and pressure vessel industry, pressure relief devices are considered one
of the most important safety components. These Devices are literally the last line of
defense against catastrophic failure or even lose of life. Written in plain language, this
fifth book in the ASME Simplified series addresses the various codes and
recommended standards of practice for the maintenance and continued operations of
pressure relief valves as specified by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and the American Petroleum Institute. Covered in this book are: preventive
maintenance procedures, methods for evaluation of mechanical components and
accepted methods for cleaning, adjusting and lubricating various components to assure
continued operation and speed performance as well as procedures for recording and
evaluating these items.
This handbook is an in-depth guide to the practical aspects of materials and corrosion
engineering in the energy and chemical industries. The book covers materials,
corrosion, welding, heat treatment, coating, test and inspection, and mechanical design
and integrity. A central focus is placed on industrial requirements, including codes,
standards, regulations, and specifications that practicing material and corrosion
engineers and technicians face in all roles and in all areas of responsibility. The
comprehensive resource provides expert guidance on general corrosion mechanisms
and recommends materials for the control and prevention of corrosion damage, and
offers readers industry-tested best practices, rationales, and case studies.
Demonstrates the programming language's strength as a Web development tool,
covering syntax, data types, built-ins, the Python standard module library, and real
world examples.
In the fields of work in industrial areas, engineers and project implementers work to find
means to develop the work and complete it at time indicated in an implementation plan
and to avoid delay in the progress of the project for many reasons that we cannot
summarize here for its bifurcation and relationship of activities with each other, but we
mention the most important reason at which the failure to follow the standard
specifications of activities construction of the project by engineers or technicians. These
standards and codes are usually mentioned their sources in the project documents. The
deviation from following the standards and codes leads to technical errors and
consequently to the re-work and an addition of unwanted time to the project activity,
and when errors are repeated due to non-compliance with international standards, this
will result in an accumulation of the unwanted time in the project, ultimately leads to
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deviating the project plan.
The Safety Valve Handbook is a professional reference for design, process,
instrumentation, plant and maintenance engineers who work with fluid flow and
transportation systems in the process industries, which covers the chemical, oil and
gas, water, paper and pulp, food and bio products and energy sectors. It meets the
need of engineers who have responsibilities for specifying, installing, inspecting or
maintaining safety valves and flow control systems. It will also be an important
reference for process safety and loss prevention engineers, environmental engineers,
and plant and process designers who need to understand the operation of safety valves
in a wider equipment or plant design context. No other publication is dedicated to safety
valves or to the extensive codes and standards that govern their installation and use. A
single source means users save time in searching for specific information about safety
valves The Safety Valve Handbook contains all of the vital technical and standards
information relating to safety valves used in the process industry for positive pressure
applications. Explains technical issues of safety valve operation in detail, including
identification of benefits and pitfalls of current valve technologies Enables informed and
creative decision making in the selection and use of safety valves The Handbook is
unique in addressing both US and European codes: - covers all devices subject to the
ASME VIII and European PED (pressure equipment directive) codes; - covers the
safety valve recommendations of the API (American Petroleum Institute); - covers the
safety valve recommendations of the European Normalisation Committees; - covers the
latest NACE and ATEX codes; - enables readers to interpret and understand codes in
practice Extensive and detailed illustrations and graphics provide clear guidance and
explanation of technical material, in order to help users of a wide range of experience
and background (as those in this field tend to have) to understand these devices and
their applications Covers calculating valves for two-phase flow according to the new
Omega 9 method and highlights the safety difference between this and the traditional
method Covers selection and new testing method for cryogenic applications (LNG) for
which there are currently no codes available and which is a booming industry worldwide
Provides full explanation of the principles of different valve types available on the
market, providing a selection guide for safety of the process and economic cost
Extensive glossary and terminology to aid readers’ ability to understand
documentation, literature, maintenance and operating manuals Accompanying website
provides an online valve selection and codes guide.
In this updated edition of a worldwide bestseller, Giulia Enders reveals the secrets and
science of the digestive system—including new research on the connection between the
gut and the brain. For too long, the gut has been the body’s most ignored and least
appreciated organ. But it does more than just dirty work; our gut is at the core of who
we are. With quirky charm, science star and medical doctor Giulia Enders explains the
gut’s magic, answering questions like: Why does acid reflux happen? What’s really up
with gluten and lactose intolerance? How does the gut affect obesity and mood? A new
section on the brain-gut axis dives into groundbreaking discoveries of psychobiotics –
microbes with psychological effects that can influence conditions like depression and
even stress. Aided with cheerful illustrations by Enders’s sister Jill, this beguiling
manifesto will make you finally listen to those butterflies in your stomach: they’re trying
to tell you something important.
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Written by an experienced engineer, this book contains practical information on all
aspects of pumps including classifications, materials, seals, installation, commissioning
and maintenance. In addition you will find essential information on units, manufacturers
and suppliers worldwide, providing a unique reference for your desk, R&D lab,
maintenance shop or library. * Includes maintenance techniques, helping you get the
optimal performance out of your pump and reducing maintenance costs * Will help you
to understand seals, couplings and ancillary equipment, ensuring systems are set up
properly to save time and money * Provides useful contacts for manufacturers and
suppliers who specialise in pumps, pumping and ancillary equipment
Surface Production Operations: Facility Piping and Pipeline Systems, Volume III is a
hands-on manual for applying mechanical and physical principles to all phases of
facility piping and pipeline system design, construction, and operation. For over twenty
years this now classic series has taken the guesswork out of the design, selection,
specification, installation, operation, testing, and trouble-shooting of surface production
equipment. The third volume presents readers with a "hands-on" manual for applying
mechanical and physical principles to all phases of facility piping and pipeline system
design, construction, and operation. Packed with charts, tables, and diagrams, this
authoritative book provides practicing engineer and senior field personnel with a quick
but rigorous exposition of piping and pipeline theory, fundamentals, and application.
Included is expert advice for determining phase states and their impact on the operating
conditions of facility piping and pipeline systems; determining pressure drop and wall
thickness; and optimizing line size for gas, liquid, and two-phase lines. Also included
are a guide to applying international design codes and standards, and guidance on how
to select the appropriate ANSI/API pressure-temperature ratings for pipe flanges,
valves, and fittings. Covers new and existing piping systems including concepts for
expansion, supports, manifolds, pigging, and insulation requirements Presents design
principles for a pipeline pigging system Teaches how to detect, monitor, and control
pipeline corrosion Reviews onshore and offshore safety and environmental practices
Discusses how to evaluate mechanical integrity
Appropriate for a first course on computer networking, this textbook describes the
architecture and function of the application, transport, network, and link layers of the
internet protocol stack, then examines audio and video networking applications, the
underpinnings of encryption and network security, and the key issues of network
management. Th
Pipeline engineers, operators, and plant managers are responsible for the safety of
pipelines, facilities, and staying on top of regulatory compliance and maintenance.
However, they frequently need reference materials to support their decision, and many
new pipeline engineers and plant managers are responsible for major repairs and
decisions yet do not have the proper reference to set a holistic integrity plan in place.
Pipeline Integrity, 2nd Edition delivers necessary pipeline inspection methods,
identification of hazard mechanisms, risk and consequence evaluations, and repair
strategies. Covering relevant standards and processes for risk, assessment, and
integrity management, this go-to reference provides the principles that guide these
concepts enhanced with more critical regulatory information and easier organization
betwen liquid and gas pipelines. More detailed information is provided on asset
reliability, including risk-based inspection and other inspection prioritizing tools such as
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value-driven maintenance and evidence-based asset management. Pipeline Integrity,
2nd Edition continues to provide engineers and plants managers a vital resource for
keeping their pipelines and facilities safe and efficient. Set an integrity management
plan and safe assessment program while properly characterizing impact of risk Get
updated with new information on corrosion control, gas and liquid hydrocarbon
transportation risk management and asset integrity management Understand and apply
all the latest and critical oil and gas pipeline standards, both U.S. and internationalbased
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